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Abstract

The significance of the research on green consumption behavior is not only to reveal the laws of green consumption behavior, but also to provide useful suggestions for the promotion of green consumption behavior. Therefore, the topic is of significance. This paper adopts bibliometric method to probe into the research findings of green consumption referenced by China National Knowledge Infrastructure (CNKI). In recent years, the study about green consumption has been made both at home and abroad, mainly focusing on the connotation, characteristics of green consumption, factors influencing green consumption behavior and green consumption development strategies, etc. But as far as the present state of study is concerned, there are few scholars study the mechanism of the green consumption behavior from the perspective of social comparison and point out that future research should highlight the multidisciplinary research perspective. Besides, empirical analysis tool should be strengthened in the research to detect the mechanism of green consumption behaviors.
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1. Introduction

In recent years, the haze weather, and water pollution has placed a great negative impact and painful results on people. And the green consumption is the key to solve the environmental crisis. “Guidance on the promotion of green consumption” also reflects the distorted consumption mode which has caused serious environmental problems in China. Vice Minister of Commerce Yan Gao pointed out that investment in energy-saving and environment protection will reach 17 trillion Yuan [1]. In this context, more and more enterprises began to realize the importance and necessity of managing the
green consumption mechanism. Promote and comply with the demand of green consumption is not only an important means to enhance the competitiveness of enterprises, but also the key to solve the environmental crisis. Thus, green consumption behavior research becomes one of the important and lasting concern topics at present. The purposes of this paper are to provide a reference and new research perspective on green consumption for the scholars at home in the future, to develop and enrich study on mechanism of green consumption behavior, and to guide Chinese enterprises, which has important theoretical and practical significance.

2. Research Progress of Green Consumption

2.1. Research Status of Green Consumption at Home and Abroad

At present, a growing number of scholars at home and abroad has been to study the green consumption. Objectively, it has experienced the transition from macro to micro in the process of continuous adjustment. The development process of green consumption can be divided into three stages: enlightenment in the mid-twentieth Century, enrichment at the end of the twentieth Century, and all-round development in the twenty-first Century. Scholars concentrate on the concept definition of green consumption, the factors influencing green consumption and constraint factors analysis and discussion about guidance strategies at present.

2.1.1. Connotation of Green Consumption

Green consumption research began in the 1940s. However, there is no integrated system of green consumption concept. One of foreign scholar, Peattie pointed out that the green consumption is environment-friendly consumption behavior to reduce the pressure of resources and environment, including the field of personal behavior, such as the purchase of Recyclable products; Carlson, Grove and Kangun believed green consumption is that consumers consider the impact of the consumption on the environment in the greatest degree, taking into account the interests of individual and society as far as possible in the purchase process. Roozen De Pelsmacker argued that green consumption includes the purchase, use and disposal behavior. In Johanna study, green consumption refers that individual concerns the consumer behavior consequences in the consumption process, where the people possess high sense of social responsibility, which is a specific consumption behavior and John points out the green consumption is that people reduce purchase frequency as much as possible, and are preferred with recycled product.

Shijie Yin defined the green consumption as the standard that people set for green consumption products, including High-quality, Beneficial to the body and non-drug in the specific natural environment. The Chinese consumers’ association gave the more authoritative definition of green consumption in 2001. That definition of green consumption is: Firstly, advocate consumer to choose the products which is contamination free or healthy to public; Secondly, pay attention to Disposal of garbage in the process of consumption, Avoiding pollution; Thirdly, guide the consumer consumption
idea to pursue comfortable and healthy life. At the same time, pay attention to environmental protection, save resources and energy, and realize sustainable development.

Thus, according to the literature review at home and abroad, the study adopts the definition of the green consumption Roozen and De Pelsmcker pointed out, that is acquisition of environment friendly green products, including Recyclable products, energy-saving products and organic products.

2.1.2. The Relevant Theories of Green Consumption

Although the majority of consumers are interested in buying green products, the consumer behavior is not consistent with the positive attitude [6] which reflects the social dilemmas, namely the individual is in a contradictory dilemma between individual and group interests. According to the market equilibrium theory, when the environmental attributes of green product are heavier, its functional attributes may reduce, or consumer need a high price to buy it. Cost of changing the original habit (such as money, time, or the quality of the products) is higher. And [7] it is more socially useful in the long term (such as enjoy comfortable environment, reduce usage of resource). If the individual against the green consumption, it means that the person chooses individual interests and gives up the group interest. Therefore, [8] green consumption is a kind of reflection of social dilemma, it forced consumers to weigh between individual interests and group interests.

However, according to the costly signaling theory, when green products have higher premiums, consumers will choose to sacrifice self interests and to purchase green luxury products. At the same time, according to the theory of competitive altruism, green consumption can help individuals to enhance their own reputation, and make them more willing to pay more money for green product. Therefore, green consumption is considered to be synthesis of the self-interest and altruism driven.

2.1.3. Motivations of Green Consumption

There are four motivations in the current researches on the green consumption.

To pursue health [9]. The fact that Environmental pollution is increasingly serious threaten people’s health. The awareness of environmental protection has been continuously strengthened, and the pursuit of health has become an important target for consumption production.

To show the status of themselves. To some extent, purchasing green products with high price means that consumers are willing and able to sacrifice individual interest for the interest of the group. And [10] it also shows their consumption quality, taste and social status, so as to make them easier to win social recognition and good reputation.

Eager to be recognized. In order to narrow the distance with the desired group, and even become one of its members, [11] individuals chooses to buy the products that group identity. So, the desire of chasing the upper class life and high grade will strongly stimulate the consumers who possess purchasing power or some people who do not have the purchasing power to do green consumption.

To follow the public. When buying green products becomes a consumer fashion, [12]
it is more likely to follow the public in the pursuit of “fashion”, thereby promoting green consumption.

2.1.4. Existing Research Framework of Green Consumption

Green consumption research began in 1940s, the study is not yet mature, mainly as follows:

One is the consumer characteristics [13], including demographic characteristics, psychological variables and integrated model. This part of research is fragmented, because different scholars have different definitions of green consumption, and the use of inconsistent measurement methods. Thus, it reduces the comparability between the variables, and scholars did not attempt to explore the generality in a different green consumption situation.

Two is the factors influencing green consumption, including the consumer factors [14], product factors, external intervention and promotional factors. This part of the research is mainly based on the experimental method, study the causal relationship between variables, trying to find a way to improve consumer green consumption intention and behavior. Scholars at home and abroad often set a variety of green consumption situation in the study to try to dig essence and generality between different forms of green consumption, and to integrate different green consumption situation.

Three is the psychological mechanism, including consumer factors, products, and situational factors, measurement methods and other factors. There is no fixed methodology in this part of research. But survey method, experimental method and interview method all have been involved, [15] mainly focused on the reason why there are gaps in the green consumption attitude and behavior.

Four is the restricting factors. Although, green consumption is regarded as one of the best consumption patterns, to completely replace the traditional linear consumption patterns also faces a series of institutional barriers. There are three main constraint factors in China, including price restriction and market demand restriction and consumption environment restriction.

2.2. The Relationship between Social Comparison Tendency and Green Consumption

2.2.1. The Meaning of Social Comparison Tendency

Pro-social behavior includes all the behavior which is beneficial to the society and has a positive effect on the public. Green consumption is a kind of pro-social behavior which was seen as synthesis driven by the individual interests and other people’s interests (such as opposed harm others’ health and destroy the air pollution of the global climate) [16]. Social comparison tendency refers to that the individual reflect a kind of personality traits in the social demand. According to the individual comparing the difference between the intensity, frequency, consumers are divided into high social comparison tendency and low social comparison tendency [17]. The tendency of social comparison is higher, they more prefer to associate others events with their own events, especially more sensitive to interpersonal influence, and more willing to help
Thus, they pay more attention to their own choice that has impact on the surrounding environment, which promotes the further green consumption.

2.2.2. The Factors Influencing Green Consumption Based on the Theory of Social Exchange

Scholars just started studying the influence mechanism of green consumer behavior from the perspective of social comparison in recent years, and few domestic scholars study in this perspective [19]. Specifically, [20] everyone wants to maximize the ratio of pay and income, including material reward (for example, the items or money), and non-material incentives (social identity, reputation). Based on this, the green consumption is affected by the following factors: one is the collective behavior. Green consumption is not only the individual voluntary behavior, but also the result of the collective game. The second is to share value. Social exchange theory emphasized that share value is a driving force that people interact on a micro level. And green consumption can be divided into egoism, altruism behavior and earth’s ecological behaviors from the micro level [21]. The study found that altruism, egoism and earth ecological and environmental concerns have a significant effect. The third is emotional satisfaction. To explore the relationship between the green consumption and the value of non-money factors, McCarty found that it has a positive impact on green consumption attitude and behavior, and make the person feel satisfied when interacting with natural.

Buunk Nauta and Molleman argued that social comparison is closely related to environmental behavior. In the face of limited earth resources, compared with people who have idea comparison tendency, the people who have ability comparison tendency consider more impact of their choices on the environment [22], pay attention to others’ reactions to the behavior, and will try to balance the interests of others and social interests. At the same time, they are more willing to bear the responsibility of protecting the environment, so they are more likely to implement green consumption.

3. The Comparison of Research at Home and Abroad

Throughout studies of green consumption at home and abroad, the study find that there has been relatively mature about green consumption at abroad. Scholars proposed and discussed the concept and connotation of green consumption, analyze the significance of green consumption, green consumption behavior from the perspective of philosophy, economics, ecology and so on. In particular, they probed into mechanism of green consumer behavior from the perspective of sociology, and use the Likertt scale method, structural equation model and regression analysis of quantitative research methods to research factors influencing the green consumption behavior intention and actual behavior. But a lot of scholars don’t reach an agreement on these results, especially the influence of the objective factors on green consumption consumer, which is different and even contradictory.
Although studies of green consumption at home is later than abroad, it has developed rapidly at present [23]. From the current research status and trends, there just is a little difference between home and abroad. Scholars at home also do a lot of work about definition, meaning, constraint factors analysis and guidance strategy in the green consumption. But most of these studies are not system, they neither put forward their green consumption behavior to support research, empirical research on foreign TPB model based on the theory of planned behavior nor is also persuasive. All kinds of research has certain limitation, and doesn’t have unified conclusion. There are mainly qualitative research on Existing study, lack of quantitative research. The design of the scale and the process of investigation lack conviction because there is no reliable theoretical model as guidance. Thus, it eventually lead that quantitative research can only obtain the conclusion of qualitative research. In addition, few domestic scholars explain its mechanism of pro-social behavior from the perspective of social comparison, and [24] further to discuss the influence mechanism of green consumer behavior.

Based on this, this paper analyzes main content about the behavior of green consumption at home and abroad and the weakness of the past studies, in order to provide the direction for the study of green consumption in the future, and to promote the development of green consumption research at home.

4. Limitations and Suggestions for Future Research at Home

The limitations of this study are as follows:

Firstly, it lacks theoretical research on green consumption. And the empirical study of psychological mechanism is extremely scarce. Secondly, there is few of research on pro-social behavior and mechanism, only a few literature refers to the influence of social comparison on pro-social behavior, and just is concentrated on the parallel comparison more. Thirdly, the research on influence of internal group identification on consumer behavior mostly refers to foreign achievements; the applicability remains to be tested in different situation.

Fourthly, participating in pro-social behavior can improve its reputation; however, scholars rarely discussed the relationship between green consumption and face consciousness.

According to the current research status and existing problems, the scholars could study how the social comparison tendency affect green consumption decision in the future study. On the one hand, the study could probe into the green consumption by increasing two dimensions (use behavior and disposal behavior) to enrich the formation mechanism of green consumption. On the other hand, to subdivide the green product types consumers consume. The mechanism of the effect remains to further research and so on. The analysis of these problems will not only enrich and develop study on the mechanism of effect of the social comparative on green consumption, but also help the enterprise in China to promote green products, which has important theoretical and practical significance [25].
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